A FIRST-OF-ITS-KIND GAS
GOLF CAR THAT CHANGES
EVERYTHING.

The all-new E-Z-GO® EX1 first-of-its-kind gas golf car engine purposefully designed for a golf car.
Because it was built specifically for the unique driving demands of golf, it offers a refined driving
experience unmatched by any other gas golf car. Available in both RXV® and TXT® models, the
new EX1 gas engine pairs a best-in-class fuel economy and an advanced design that provides
operational cost savings that help your bottom line. One test drive, and you’ll see why the difference
is day and night.

INDUSTRY’S CLEANEST
CLOSED-LOOP EFI ENGINE

INCREDIBLY
QUIET RIDE

BEST-IN-CLASS
FUEL EFFICIENCY

A REFINED RIDE COMPETITOR’S REPURPOSED
INDUSTRIAL ENGINES CAN’T MATCH
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE

REFINED HANDLING

Your golfer’s will experience consistent, perfectly

You’ll notice the difference the moment you step

tuned power, even while climbing up and coasting

on the gas. With a gentle start, more responsive

down hills. With a smooth drive that is incredibly

pedal and the industry’s lowest hand vibrations,

quiet, the new EX1 gas engine will elevate your

your golfers will experience a refined ride free of

expectations of the gas golf car experience.

the jerks and jolts expected from the typical gas
golf cart.

UNMATCHED SAVINGS

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

Best-in-class fuel economy is only the beginning

E-Z-GO’s purpose-built gas engine is a closed-loop

of the operational savings the new EX1 gas engine

EFI system with smart engine management and

provides. The industry’s most efficient gas engine

diagnostics solutions. The innovative design features

features a starter-generator without wear items

an integrated starter generator, enclosed CVT with

and only requires 2-year oil change intervals with a

non-slip drive belt and a proven core engine design.

washable screen, meaning you will benefit from both

Only the EX1’s new gas engine delivers its full

lower cost of ownership and maintenance.

power to the ground for a more efficient, superior
driving experience.
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